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Crafting stories and campaigns



“Storytelling is our speciality. It’s the basis for 

everything we do as a species.”

- Yuval Noah Harari



We create immersive experiences that enable audiences

to view contemporary issues through a critical lens



Partners



Presence    

Why immersive narratives

Proximity Empathy



Imagine a desirable future

Step 1





An unprecedented challenge



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9ULN02HoPo


Define tangible goals

Step 2



Desirable future: A world where there wouldn’t be fatalities due to unexploded remnants of war.

What that would require: Areas of conflict are thoroughly cleared of unexploded remnants of war before civilians can 

access them .

What that would require: 1. More resources towards clearing unexploded remnants of war.

2. Making sure civilians don’t return to unsafe areas until it’s safe.

What that would require: Encouraging more funding towards mine clearance and mine risk education.

What that would require: A successful communciation campaign that stresses for the need to ensure additional funding.

What that would require: A powerful, enaging personal story that is engaging.



Define target audiences & partners

Step 3



GICHD, Oculus and NowHere





Justify immersive

Step 4



What if home becomes the place you fear?



Mitigate risks

Step 5



Hostile environment trainings



Trustworthy local team



Field research



Logistical constraints



Suspicious-looking equipment



Design for immersion

Step 6



A case for photogrammetry



Stereo capture



Scripting with interactions



Spatial storytelling



Multisensorial installation



Co-create

Step 7



Multidisciplinary team

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 Stage 6 Stage 7

Research Photogrammetry
capture

Scripting Photogrammetry
reconstruction

Testing Set design Distribution

Pre-production 360° filming Storyboarding UX Development Bug-fixing Set building Impact 
assessment

Photogrammetry 
training

Stereo billboarding World building UI/UX design Optimising Multisensorial design

Sound design & Music Impact 
production

Installation build

360 film post-
production



Track impact

Step 8





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rhn0bduYHQY


Repeat

Step 9



Imagine a desirable 
future, think BIG Chart impact goals

Define your target 
audience and partners

Co-create
Create for platforms 
based on audiences

Track your impactREPEAT!

The path to immersive impact

Justify, exploit immersiveMitigate risks



Peace VR Caucasus



Prototype 



THE CHALLENGE:

Existing sex education in India is not comprehensive.



ONE SOLUTION:

A smart phone AR App that supplements the existing curriculum.



http://drive.google.com/file/d/1a8hT-5Zpb2PNfD5AlH8MeiggRV5Usv7w/view


Speak the Unspoken

KUSUNDA

Gyani Maiya Sen
Gayatri Parameswaran 

Felix Gaedtke



KUSUNDA 



KUSUNDA 

Nearly 50% of the world’s languages are endangered. Every two weeks we lose a language.

Relevance and Urgency



Thank you!

felix@nowheremedia.net


